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How soon do you want to get your first 1,000 subscribers on YouTube in 2022?Do you ever

wonder how you can skip the rat race to become a full-time YouTuber? In Making Money on

YouTube, Leon does all the work and research to share only the essential steps needed to get

your first 1,000 subscribers. Follow these steps, and you will be well on your way to 1,000

subscribers and get monetized on YouTube.You will discover in this book:How to find endless

video topics even if you have no ideasHow to create engaging videos without any film

experienceHow to growth hack on YouTube starting from zeroHow to not get banned on

YouTube while making moneyFREE BONUS YouTube Video Planner and Entrepreneurial

Success eBook includedIt’s okay if you don’t know how to start. It’s okay if you have no

experience. All you need is to have a desire to create a profitable and meaningful venture

online. This simple book is designed to show you exactly what to focus on for getting your first

1,000 subscribers.Get your copy now!

About the AuthorShannon Messenger graduated from the USC School of Cinematic Arts,

where she learned—among other things—that she liked watching movies much better than

making them. She’s studied art, screenwriting, and film production, but she realized her real

passion was writing stories for children. She’s the New York Times and USA

TODAY bestselling author of the award-winning middle grade series, Keeper of the Lost Cities,

as well as the Sky Fall series for young adults. Her books have been featured on multiple state

reading lists, published in numerous countries, and translated into many different languages.

She lives in Southern California with her family—and an embarrassing number of cats. Find

her online at ShannonMessenger.com.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights

reserved.Chapter One ONEYOU REMEMBER ME?”The question slipped from Sophie’s lips

before she could stop it, and the weighted words seemed to hit the floor of the messy bedroom

with a thud.The wide-eyed, trembling girl standing in front of her slowly nodded, and Sophie’s

heart swelled even as it plummeted into the sour pit of her stomach.Her little sister shouldn’t

remember her.Technically, she wasn’t even her sister—at least not genetically. Sure, they’d

grown up together in the same house in San Diego, California, both believing they had the

same parents—despite the fact that Sophie’s blond hair and brown eyes didn’t match her

family of light-eyed brunettes.But that was before.Now they were in the after.A world where

elves were real creatures—and nothing like the silly stories that humans had invented about

them. They were beautiful. Powerful. Practically immortal. Living across the globe in hidden

glittering cities. Ruling the earth from the shadows.And Sophie was one of them.Born from

humans—but not human—as part of a rebel group’s secret genetic experiment called Project

Moonlark. Her DNA had been tweaked. Her abilities enhanced and manipulated. All to mold her

into something special.Something powerful.Something she still didn’t fully understand.And after

years of feeling out of place—even among the family she loved—the elves finally showed

Sophie the truth about her life and brought her to the Lost Cities. They’d planned to fake her

death to cover her disappearance, but she’d begged to be erased instead, to spare her parents

the grief of losing a child. So her family’s minds had been “washed” by specially trained

Telepaths, to make them forget that Sophie had ever been born. And they’d been relocated to a

new city and given new names, new jobs, even the fancy new Tudor-style house that Sophie

now stood in, with its quaint windows and wood-paneled walls.But erased memories were



never truly gone. All it took was the right trigger and…“I don’t understand,” her sister

whispered, rubbing her eyes like it would change what she was seeing. “You… shouldn’t be

here.”Major understatement.Sophie wasn’t supposed to know her family’s new names or where

they lived—and she definitely hadn’t been allowed to visit them—to ensure that something like

this never happened. And yet, here she was, raising a mental shield to block her sister’s

chaotic thoughts as they pounded through her consciousness like stampeding mastodons.

Human minds were more open than elvin minds, and they broadcast everything like a radio

station on full blast.“Listen, Amy—”“That’s not my name!”Sophie kicked herself for the slip.

“Right, I meant—”“Wait.” Her sister mouthed the name a few more times, as if her lips were

remembering the feel of it. “It is, isn’t it? I’m… Amy Foster?”Sophie nodded.“Then who’s

Natalie Freeman?”“That’s… also you.”Amy—Natalie—whatever Sophie was supposed to call

her—groaned and pressed her fingers against her temples.“I know how confusing this must

be,” Sophie told her. Triggered memories tended to flash back in scattered bits and pieces,

leaving lots of holes. “I promise I’ll explain, but—”“Not right now,” a crisply accented voice

finished for her.Sophie flinched. She’d almost forgotten they had an audience for the Most

Stressful Family Reunion in the History of Family Reunions.“Who are you?” her sister asked,

backing away from the guys standing slightly behind Sophie.“That’s Fitz,” Sophie said, pointing

to a dark-haired boy whose teal eyes flashed as he offered a smile that would put any movie

star to shame. “And that’s Keefe.”Keefe gave her sister his famous smirk, reaching up to

smooth his expertly tousled blond hair. “Don’t worry—we’re all in the Foster Fan Club.”“They’re

my friends,” Sophie clarified when her sister shrank back another step. “You can trust them.”“I

don’t even know if I can trust you.” Her eyes narrowed at Sophie’s outfit: a fitted purple tunic

with black leggings, boots, and wrist-length black gloves. Fitz and Keefe also wore tunics and

pants, and while none of the outfits were that elf-y, they definitely stood out next to her sister’s

jeans and TARDIS T-shirt.“You trusted us enough to stop hiding, right?” Keefe asked, pointing

to the still-open closet door.Sophie’s sister turned toward the dark nook she’d emerged from,

where most of the clothes had been heaped into a pile on the floor. “I only came out because I

heard you guys say you’d get my parents back.”And there it was. The reason Sophie had

broken all the rules and raced to the Forbidden Cities to check on her family. She’d spent

months protecting her adoptive elvin parents, believing they were the ones that Keefe had

warned her were in danger. But they’d both forgotten she had another family to worry about—a

family without powerful abilities and bodyguards to keep them safe.“Can you really find Mom

and Dad?” her sister whispered, giving Sophie the cue to tell her, “Of course we will!

Everything is going to be okay!”Sophie wanted to. But… the Neverseen were behind this.The

same villains who’d kidnapped Sophie, tortured her, and killed people she dearly loved. And no

matter how hard Sophie fought to stop them, they always seemed to be ten steps ahead.Keefe

reached for Sophie’s shaky hand. “We’ll get them back safe. I promise.”His tone was pure

determination. But Sophie could see a shadow darkening his ice-blue eyes.Guilt.A few months

earlier, Keefe had run away to join the Neverseen, planning to be a double agent and destroy

the wicked organization from the inside out—but they’d played him the whole time, tricking him

into leading Sophie and her friends down the wrong paths.Part of Sophie wanted to shove

Keefe away, let him shoulder the blame for every terrible thing that had happened. But deep

down she knew he wasn’t the only one who’d missed the warning signs. He’d also been

working every day to make up for his mistakes. Plus, it was dangerous to let him feel guilty. The

elvin conscience was too fragile for that kind of burden.So Sophie squeezed his hand, twining

their fingers together as she turned back to her sister. “It’ll help if you tell us everything you can

about the people who took Mom and Dad.”Her sister wrapped her arms around her stomach,



which wasn’t as plump as Sophie remembered. She looked taller now too. And her curly brown

hair was cut shorter. In fact, everything about her seemed so much older than the hyper nine-

year-old she’d been when Sophie had left—and it hadn’t even been two full years.“I don’t

remember much,” her sister mumbled. “Dad was helping me with my homework when we heard

strange voices downstairs. He told me to stay quiet while he went to see what was going on,

but I snuck out to the landing and…” She swallowed hard. “I saw four people in the living room

wearing long black cloaks with these creepy white eyes on their sleeves. Mom was passed out

over one of their shoulders, and another had a cloth pressed over Dad’s mouth. I wanted to run

down and help—but there were so many of them. And Dad stopped moving a couple of

seconds later. I tried to crawl to a phone to call the police, but then I heard them say something

about searching the rest of the house, so I ducked into the nearest closet and buried myself in

clothes.”Sophie shuddered as she imagined it, and her nose burned with a sweet scent,

remembering the smell of the cloying drugs the Neverseen favored during their abductions.

“Did you see any of their faces?”“They had their hoods up the whole time. But one of

them…”“One of them what?” Sophie pressed.“You’re not going to believe me.”“Try us,” Keefe

said. “You’d be surprised what we can believe after hanging around this one.”He elbowed

Sophie gently in the ribs, and Sophie knew he was trying to break the tension. Humor was

Keefe’s favorite coping mechanism.But she didn’t have the energy to joke around. Especially

when her sister whispered, “One of the guys kept disappearing somehow. Like with quick

flashes, fading in and out of sight.”Fitz muttered something under his breath. “That was

Alvar.”“You know him?”“He’s done a lot of awful things,” Sophie jumped in, shooting Fitz a

please-don’t-say-he’s-your-brother look. She doubted it would help her sister trust them.“How

did he disappear like that?” her sister whispered. “It almost looked like…”“Magic?” Sophie

guessed with a sad smile. “I remember thinking that too, the first time I saw it. But he’s what we

call a Vanisher. All he’s doing is manipulating light.”“What about the mind reading thing?” her

sister asked. “One of them said he was listening for nearby thoughts as he searched the

house, so I thought about darkness and silence just in case.”“That was really smart,” Sophie

told her, stunned she had managed to pull that off.Her sister shrugged. “I’ve seen a lot of

movies. But… could he really do that?”“If he was a Telepath,” Fitz said. “Which means it was

probably Gethen.”The name sent Sophie spiraling into nightmares of crumbling castle walls

and jagged mazes of rubble. Screams echoed in her ears as the world turned red—partially

with her rage, but mostly with the memory of a wound that cut too deep for her to stop the

bleeding.A slow breath cleared her head, and Sophie concentrated on her churning emotions,

imagining her anger, fear, and grief as thick threads before tying them into a knot under her

ribs. She’d learned the technique from her inflicting mentor, a way of storing the power as a

reserve. Embracing the darkness to let it fuel her later.“Are you okay?” Keefe asked, tightening

his hold on her hand.It took Sophie a second to realize he was also talking to her sister, who’d

turned so pale her skin had a greenish sheen.“None of this should be real,” her sister

whispered. “These things you’re telling me. These weird names you keep saying. Mom and

Dad being taken. And then you show up out of nowhere and it feels like… like you should’ve

been here this whole time. And now my name feels wrong. And this house feels wrong.

Everything feels wrong.”Sophie hesitated before moving to her sister’s side and wrapping an

arm around her shoulders. They hadn’t been touchy-feely sisters back when they’d lived

together. In fact, they’d spent most of their time bickering.But after a second, her sister hugged

her back.“Where have you been, Sophie? And how do you know these scary people?”Sophie

sighed. “There’s a really long, really complicated story I need to tell you. But right now, we need

to stay focused on finding Mom and Dad, okay? Did you hear anything else that might be



useful?”“Just the part I already told you, about taking them to Nightfall. Do you know what that

means?”Sophie glanced at Fitz and Keefe.They’d only seen the word once, in one of Keefe’s

recently recovered memories—an inscription carved in elvin runes across a mysterious silver

door set into a mountain:The star only rises at Nightfall.They didn’t know what the phrase

meant, or where the door led, or even precisely where the door was. But they knew it unlocked

with Keefe’s blood, and that his mom—who’d been one of the leaders of the Neverseen before

getting trapped in an ogre prison—had declared it to be his “legacy.”If that door leads to

Nightfall, Sophie transmitted to Keefe, sending her thoughts directly into his head, wouldn’t the

Neverseen need to have you with them in order to get inside?Keefe focused on the floor. They

would, if they didn’t already have some of my blood.WHAT?Yeah… not-so-funny story: I traded

some for part of the secret I needed to steal the caches.ARE YOU KIDDING ME?Caches were

marble-size gadgets the Councillors used to store Forgotten Secrets—information deemed too

dangerous for anyone to keep in their memory. Councillor Kenric had given Sophie his when he

died—and Keefe had stolen it from her to buy his way into the Neverseen. But he got it back

before he fled—and he also took the cache that belonged to Fintan, their leader. Dex was now

trying to use his ability as a Technopath to hack into the gadgets. But even if they learned

something important, Sophie never would’ve told Keefe to trade his blood for the caches.I

know, Keefe told her. It wasn’t my most brilliant idea. I thought I was so close to taking the

Neverseen down that it wasn’t going to matter. So, when Fintan asked for my blood, I told him

he needed to prove that I could trust him by answering one question. And once he did, I had to

hold up my end of the deal.But I thought you were going to trade Tam’s leaping crystal for that

information, Sophie reminded him. Wasn’t that why you left me stranded in one of the

Neverseen’s hideouts?Keefe cringed.Of all the mistakes he’d made during his time with the

Neverseen, that one had been the hardest for Sophie to forgive.That was my plan, Keefe

admitted. But Fintan interrogated me when I got back, and I had to use the crystal to convince

him not to burn off my arm.Ice rippled through Sophie’s veins. You never told me that part.I

know.His shadowed eyes made her wonder what other nightmares he’d secretly endured. But

she’d have to save those worries for another time. At the moment, they had much more

complicated problems.Do you really think Fintan would help you steal the caches if they’re

actually important?Yeah, Foster. I do. Because he had no idea that he gave me the other piece

of the code phrase weeks earlier, after he had too much fizzleberry wine. Trading my blood was

a bad call. But I SWEAR the caches are still a score. And I should’ve told you—I was planning

on it, and then everything happened in Lumenaria and I forgot.Sophie closed her eyes, wishing

she could stop her mind from flashing to crumbling walls. But the memories refused to be

ignored.In one night, the Neverseen had destroyed the elves’ magnificent glowing castle while

Sophie, the Council, and the leaders of all the intelligent species were inside for the ogre

Peace Summit. Most of the leaders made it out with only minor injuries—and Lumenaria was

already being rebuilt. But nothing could erase the message the Neverseen sent that day, or

bring back the prisoner that had escaped from the dungeon, or the lives that had been stolen

away.I’ll fix this, okay? Keefe promised. I’m going to fix everything.You mean “we,” Sophie

corrected. WE are going to fix this.If they’d learned one thing from all the disasters over the last

few months, it was that none of them should be working alone. It was going to take all of their

abilities, all of their ideas—and a scary amount of luck—to get through whatever this was.Does

that mean you don’t hate me? Keefe asked. His mental tone sounded softer—almost timid.I

told you, I’m never going to hate you, Keefe.But I keep giving you new reasons to change your

mind.Yeah, you really need to stop that. She offered him half a smile, and he gave her the

same when she added, But we’re in this together.Team Foster-Keefe IS pretty awesome.And



Team Vacker-Foster-Keefe is even better, Fitz transmitted, making Sophie wonder how long

he’d been eavesdropping.Fitz was one of the only Telepaths who knew how to slip past

Sophie’s impenetrable mental blocking. Actually, he was the only one, now that Mr. Forkle

was…Sophie shut down the devastating thought, not ready to tear open the still-too-fresh

wound.Don’t worry, she told Fitz. We’re going to need all the help we can get.Though we need

a WAY cooler name, Keefe jumped in. How about Team Foster-Keefe and the Wonderboy?Fitz

rolled his eyes.“Why are you guys staring at each other like that?” her sister asked, reminding

them they had someone watching their rather lengthy mental exchange.“We’re just trying to

figure out where Nightfall could be,” Sophie told her.She’d have to reveal her telepathy

eventually—as well as her other special abilities—but she wanted to give her sister more time

to adjust before she dropped the I can read minds and teleport and inflict pain and speak any

language and enhance other people’s powers bombshells. “Can you think of anything else that

might be important?”“Not really. After they said the thing about Nightfall, the house got super

quiet. I waited another couple of minutes to make sure it was safe, and then I ran for Mom’s

phone and called 911. I was scared the police would take me if they knew I was here alone, so

I said I was walking by the house and saw men dragging two people away. I hid in the trees

when the cops showed up—but maybe that was a bad idea. I heard them say they thought my

call was a prank, since there were no signs of robbery. One of them said something about

following up in a few days, but so far, I haven’t seen them.”“How long ago was that?” Fitz

asked.Her chin wobbled. “Five days.”Keefe looked like he was trying hard not to swear. Sophie

felt like doing the same—or punching the walls and screaming as loud as she could.“You don’t

think it’s too late, do you?” her sister whispered. “You don’t think they’re…?”“No.” Sophie let the

word echo around her mind until she believed it. “The Neverseen need them alive.”“Who are

the Neverseen?” her sister asked. “What do they want with Mom and Dad?”“I wish I knew,”

Sophie admitted. “But they won’t kill them.”At least not yet.The Neverseen had been trying to

control Sophie since they’d first learned she existed, so she was sure they’d use her parents as

the worst sort of blackmail. But there had to be more to it. Otherwise they would’ve let her know

the second they had their prisoners.At least the Neverseen didn’t know her sister heard them

say they were going to Nightfall. All they had to do was find that door—and Sophie was pretty

sure she knew how to do that.She just wished it didn’t involve trusting one of their enemies.“I

know what you’re thinking,” Keefe told her. “And I’m in. All the way.”“Let’s not get ahead of

ourselves,” Fitz said, pointing toward the windows, where the sky was fading to twilight. “First,

we need to get out of here. They probably have someone watching this place, waiting for us to

show up.”Sophie nodded to her sister. “Go pack a bag as quick as you can. You’re coming with

me.”“Uh, that’s way too dangerous,” Fitz warned. “If the Council found out—”“They won’t,”

Sophie interrupted. “As soon as we get back, I’ll hail the Collective.”The Black Swan—the rebel

organization that created Sophie—had an extensive network of secret hideouts. And they’d

always come through when Sophie needed their help.Then again, that was before Mr. Forkle

was…This time, she couldn’t stop her brain from finishing the sentence with “murdered.”She

pressed her palm over her chest, feeling for the new locket under her tunic, which held the last

task Mr. Forkle had entrusted her with before he took his final breaths.When an elf passed

away, they coiled their DNA around a Wanderling seed and planted it in a special forest. But

Mr. Forkle had asked Sophie to hold on to his seed, claiming she’d somehow know when and

where to do the planting. He’d also asked that his body be removed from the rubble before

anyone saw it, which meant only a handful of people knew he’d been killed. But the rest of their

world would find out soon enough. The Council had extended Foxfire’s midterm break in light of

the tragedy in Lumenaria—but school was scheduled to restart in less than two weeks. And



one of Mr. Forkle’s secret alter egos had been principal of the academy.Keefe moved closer,

leaning in to whisper, “I’ll take care of your sister, Foster. The place I’m crashing in is small—

and it smells like sasquatch breath mixed with rotting toenails. But I guarantee no one will find

us.”Keefe had been living on the run ever since he’d fled the Neverseen—and his offer wasn’t a

horrible suggestion. But Sophie wasn’t letting her sister out of her sight.“She’s coming with me

to Havenfield. We’ll figure out the rest once we get there.”“Uh, I’m not going anywhere with a

bunch of strangers,” her sister informed them.The last word stung more than Sophie wanted to

admit, but she did her best to shrug it off. “Do you really think you’re safe here? Even if the

Neverseen don’t come back, the police might. Do you want to end up in foster care?”Her sister

bit her lip, leaving indentations in the soft flesh. “What about Marty and Watson? Who’s going

to feed them?”Sophie’s eyes prickled. “You still have Marty?”The fluffy gray cat used to sleep

on her pillow every night, and it had broken her heart to leave him behind. But she’d figured her

family would need him. And Watson must’ve been the dog she’d heard barking when they’d

first arrived. Sophie had asked the elves to move her family somewhere with a yard big enough

to allow them to finally get the puppy her sister had always wanted.“I guess we’ll bring them

with us,” Sophie decided. “Get Watson on a leash and put Marty in his carrier.”“Okay, seriously,

we can’t do this,” Fitz said, reaching for Sophie’s hands to force her to listen to him. “You don’t

understand how dangerous this is.”“It’ll be fine,” Sophie insisted. “The Black Swan will keep her

hidden.”“The Black Swan,” her sister whispered. “Wait. I think… I think they said something

about that. Everything was happening so fast, it’s hard to remember. But I think one of them

said, ‘Let’s figure out why the Black Swan chose them.’?”Sophie shared another look with her

friends.“I take it you guys know what that means?” her sister asked.“It… might be about me,”

Sophie said. “It’s part of that long story I have to tell you—but we should get out of here

first.”She tried to reach for her home crystal, but Fitz wouldn’t let go of her hands.“You’re not

understanding what I’m saying,” he told her. “Do you have any idea how risky it is to light leap

with a human?”He’d kept his voice low, but her sister still snapped, “What do you mean a

human?”“Exactly what you think he means,” a slightly deeper, even crisper voice said from the

doorway.Everyone whipped around to find the three others who’d insisted on joining Sophie,

Keefe, and Fitz on this hastily planned—and highly illegal—excursion to the Forbidden Cities.

Fitz’s father, Alden, who looked like an older, more regal version of his son. And Sandor and

Grizel, who instantly triggered a massive amount of screaming.“It’s okay,” Sophie promised.

“They’re our bodyguards.”That only seemed to make her sister scream louder.To be fair, both

Sandor and Grizel were seven feet tall and gray, with flat noses and massive amounts of rock-

hard muscle—plus gigantic black swords strapped at their sides.“Wh-what are th-they?” her

sister stammered.“Goblins,” Sandor said in his unexpectedly high-pitched, squeaky voice.“And

we mean you no harm,” Grizel added in her huskier tone.A hysterical laugh burbled from her

sister’s lips. “Goblins. Like from the bank in Harry Potter?”Fitz grinned. “She sounds like Sophie

did when I first told her she was an elf.”The word triggered another round of hysterical

laughter.“Okay, so two things,” Keefe jumped in. “One: How is she understanding us? I just

realized we’ve all been speaking the Enlightened Language, and she has too.”“I gave her—and

her parents—a basic understanding of our language before we relocated them,” Alden

explained. “In case something like this ever happened. Communication can be a powerful

weapon, and an essential defense.”“What is he talking about?” her sister shouted. “WHAT DID

YOU DO TO MY BRAIN?”“That’s the second thing,” Keefe said, fanning his arm the way he

always did when he was reading emotions through the air. “I’m betting your sister is about

three minutes away from a meltdown of epic proportions.”“I’d wager it’ll be sooner than that,”

Alden said through a sigh. “This is exactly the kind of worst-case scenario I hoped we’d never



have to face. Fortunately, I came prepared.”“What are you doing?” Sophie asked, yanking her

hands free from Fitz as Alden reached into the inner pocket of his long blue cape. She’d been

afraid he’d pull out a vial of sedatives. But the round silver disk he tossed at her feet was much

more terrifying.Sophie had used the same gadget the day she’d drugged her family so the

elves could erase her. And as the world spun to a blur, she realized she should’ve held her

breath the second the disk hit the floor.“Please,” she begged when her sister collapsed. “She’s

going to need me. You can’t erase me from her life again.”Keefe lunged to help Sophie, but only

lasted a second before he went down. Fitz followed a second after that.Sophie’s knees gave

out, but she crawled for her sister, pleading with Alden to change his plan. He’d always been so

kind to her—a loyal, trustworthy advisor. Almost a father figure. But his face was sad and

serious as he released the breath he’d been holding. “Don’t fight the sedatives, Sophie. You

can’t beat them.”He said something else, but she couldn’t understand him. Her ears were

ringing, and the light kept dimming.She hated this feeling—hated Alden for putting her through

it. But she couldn’t focus enough to rally any of her defenses.“Please,” she said again as her

face sank against the carpet. “Please don’t take my sister away from me. Not again.”Through

her hazy eyes she saw Alden crouch beside her, his lips mouthing, I’m sorry.Then darkness

swallowed everything.--This text refers to the paperback edition.
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attempting any techniques outlined in this book.By reading this document, the reader agrees

that under no circumstances is the author responsible for any losses, direct or indirect, that are

incurred as a result of the use of the information contained within this document, including, but

not limited to, errors, omissions, or inaccuracies.Table of ContentsYour Free

GiftIntroductionChapter 1: Becoming Findable on YouTubeServing Your AudiencePlan Out Your

ContentThe Different Traffic SourcesSEO and KeywordsKey Takeaways and Action

StepsChapter 2: Creating Engaging Videos That People Want to Click OnDifferent Types of

YouTube VideosFormula to Create Great and Engaging VideosCreating the Perfect

ThumbnailKey Takeaways and Action StepsChapter 3: Growing Your Channel FastGrowth

Hacking on YouTubeYouTube AnalyticsKey Takeaways and Action StepsChapter 4: Copyrights,

Monetization, and TaxesFair Use and Copyright Rules for 2022Monetization

StrategiesTaxesKey Takeaways and Action StepsConclusionReferencesYour Free GiftAs a way

of saying thanks, I’d like to offer you two free bonuses – the Entrepreneurial Success eBook

and a 3-part YouTube Video Planner used by big YouTubers to the readers of this book.To get

instant access, just go to:Inside Entrepreneurial Success, you will

discover:Ridiculously simple mindsets most people neglect that will change your life

immediately for the betterHow to create new lifelong habits that will keep you on the road to

success without even trying10-step guide to exactly how you can live happily and

prosperBONUS: habit success checklist and free tools and resources

Making Money on YouTube Step by Step Guide to Build your credit, Making Money on YouTube

Step by Step Guide to Build your business, Making Money on YouTube Step by Step Guide to

Build your website, Making Money on YouTube Step by Step Guide to buying, Making Money

on YouTube Step by Step Guide to build muscle, Making Money on YouTube Step by Step

guide pdf, Making Money on YouTube Step by Step guide 2022, Making Money on YouTube

Step by Step guide 2021, Making Money on YouTube Step by step guide, Making Money on

YouTube Step by step reddit, making money on youtube without making videos, making money

reading books on youtube, making money on youtube videos, when do you start making

money on youtube, make money on youtube step by step, making money streaming on

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/EyevQ/Making-Money-on-YouTube-Step-by-Step-Guide-to-Build-Your-Audience-and-Get-Monetized-on-YouTube


youtube, chances of making money on youtube, making money from rain sounds on youtube,

making money on youtube channel, making money on youtube vs tiktok, making money on

tiktok vs youtube, how many views to start making money on youtube, making money on the

internet, making money on youtube views, making money from youtube channel

Passive Income: Beginners Guide to Passive Income Streams to Gain Financial Freedom,

Passive Income: How to Make Money Online by Blogging, Ecommerce, Dropshipping and

Affiliate Marketing (Wealth Using Real Estate And Online Business), How to Sound & Look

Good on Zoom & Podcasts: Tips & Audio Video Recommendations for Consultants & Experts,

How to Make Money on YouTube: and Other Social Media Sites, Arduino: An A-to-Z

Introduction to Arduino for Complete Newbies (2022 Guide for Beginners), $1,000,000 Web

Designer Guide: A Practical Guide for Wealth and Freedom as an Online Freelancer, The

Ultimate Guide To Content Marketing & Digital PR: How to get attention for your business,

turbocharge your ranking and establish yourself as an authority ... (Digital Marketing by

Exposure Ninja), JavaScript: JavaScript Awesomeness Book (Awesomeness Books 3), Python:

Programming for Advanced: Learn the Fundamentals of Python in 7 Days, Social Networking

Essentials (302 Non Fiction Book 3), The Business Minded Creative: How To Live A Fulfilling

Creative Life And Make Money (Books for Storytellers), The 2021 Beginner's Affiliate

Marketing Blueprint: How to Get Started For Free And Earn Your First $10,000 In Commissions

Fast! (Make Money Online With Affiliate Marketing in 2021 Beginners Edition), Data Science

for Economics and Finance: Methodologies and Applications, YouTube Unleashed!: 25 Hot

Strategies to Skyrocket your Views and Subscribers on YouTube to Make Money!, Introduction

to MS Office PowerPoint (901 Non fiction Book 1), 40 Rules for Internet Business Success:

Escape the 9 to 5, Do Work You Love, Build a Profitable Online Business and Make Money

Online (Internet Business Series), The Side Hustle: How to Turn Your Spare Time into $1000 a

Month or More, The NFT handbook for beginners: learn now how to create NFTs and how to

sell them with the complete guide to the secrets of Non Fungible Tokens, risk-free ...

Cryptocurrencies and NFT handbooks), Python for Data Analysis: A Beginners Guide to

Master the Fundamentals of Data Science and Data Analysis by Using Pandas, Numpy and

Ipython (Programming Languages for Beginners Book 2), Lean Project Management: This

book includes: Lean Startup, Enterprise, Analytics, Agile Project Management, Six Sigma,

Kaizen

Amy Nicole, “Very informative!. This book was really helpful. My husband and our youngest

both have YouTube channels. This book really has helped them in planning and ideas on how

to grow their audiences. Really great that it also covers monetization, copyright laws, etc. I

recommend for anyone wanting to start a YouTube channel. . I received a free copy of this

book via Booksprout and am voluntarily leaving a review.”

Crystal Crossings, “Super helpful.. This book is full of great information. My son and I want to

start a podcast/YouTube site and it would be nice to make a few dollars along the way. I am

retired so I got time kind of to work, but I do read a lot and do reviews too so I will have to

balance my time. Truth be told I am busier now than when I was working. This book is going to

come in so handy as I plan and do the videos.”

casvec, “Good Information. This book is a good start for those looking to make a step towards



a YouTube channel. The information and context will help you navigate the questions you may

not know to ask.I received a free copy of this book via Booksprout and am voluntarily leaving a

review.”

The book by Leon King has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 7 people have provided feedback.
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